Chevy blazer sub box

Both 2. The Chevrolet Blazer just hit the scene for , but it is already adding a new engine for its
second model year. The Blazer will offer a turbocharged 2. This slots in nicely between the
current base engine , a naturally aspirated 2. Like those other two engines, the new turbo-four
will come with a nine-speed automatic transmission and offer engine stop-start capability.
Unlike the base four-cylinder, which comes only with front-wheel drive, the new 2. Chevy has
not yet released fuel-economy estimates or pricing for the new 2. Fuel economy should sit
somewhere between the 2. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top
Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and
Vans of Best Station Wagons of It's a turbocharged 2. The other engine options remain a hp
naturally aspirated inline-four and a hp V The new turbo-four engine will be available on 2LT and
3LT models with either front- or all-wheel drive. You may be able to find the same content in
another format, or you may be able to find more information, at their web site. Buy Now. Cooling
Car Seat Cover. Side Window Shade. Dashboard-Mounted Fan. This content is created and
maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From News. Got another GM ride? Posts up
pictures of your car or an album of your truck. Seen any new concept vehicles. Any news
related to the bowtie can be posted here at Chevy. If you feel you are caught in the spam filter
message the mods with a link to your post! Blazer self. Honestly just seems like a rebadged,
fancier version of the Equinox. Which in itself is a mediocre commuter box. Not very. For the
MY, they shrank the Equinox onto the Cruze frame, just so they could introduce the Blazer back
on the larger Malibu frame like the older Equinox never existed. It's literally just her car with a
different clip and a new AWD system. The Blazer should have at least been built off the
Colorado and been a real truck true to the name. I like that better than calling a 2 door Tahoe a
Blazer. They are. But at least then it's a real separate model instead of a Tahoe coupe. There's
nothing to sit in the old S10 Blazer segment. Unfortunately it looks like it's going to stay that
way. Harley Davidson and GM are working diligently to make sure I don't buy any of their new
products. Honestly, my wife's EQ is a fine enough daily driver. It handles better than any SUV
has a right to, is surprisingly quick with that HP V6, and gets around pretty well in the snow.
Interior room is what you'd expect for a mid-size. But the sliding rear seats are nice. I can think
of a much worse family hauler. We'll see how it holds up in the long run though. Its basically a
fast AWD minivan. For me though, meh. I have no kids, and when I go somewhere with a bunch
of friends we take our motorcycles. Now it's just another family hauler, albeit a premium one.
Yeah, its now just an Equinox with a Camaro-esque nose. I really wish I could find a clean S10
Blazer 4 door with the integrated rear glass that makes it look like a 2-door like this , and the 4. I
had a later year I traded away years ago I liked. I was driving an Impala until it was totaled in an
accident in January. Been crippled for a few months and wife had to chauffeur me everywhere
in the EQ. Shoulda been based on the midsize Colorado platform, like the old Sbased Blazers. I
was really hoping for a full size Blazer. It's not a bad looking little truck, its just not for me.
Truthfully I thought they just redesigned the equinox again. I don't follow the SUV side of things
much. But it did catch my eye as it was the first one I've seen. But I didn't love it. Isn't it
supposed to be the Camaro of SUVs? Didn't resemble it like I thought it was supposed to.
Amazing how people seem to forget the K5 wasn't the only Blazer. The new Blazer is a spiritual
successor to the S10 Blazer if anything and attempts to fill the same market as that did. You
have to realize GM builds what will sell, and the average consumer doesn't want a light truck
frame and RWD for their daily. Also worth noting that I've seen multiple new Blazers in person
and they're one of the best looking SUVs on the road right now. If they wanted a successor to
the S10 Blazer they shoulda based it on the Colorado frame - could have competed against the
4Runner, Wranglers, and the upcoming Bronco. That's fair, I can't deny I would prefer that
either. It'd be a massive feat to try and penetrate that market. In a sub with devoted chevy fans,
it's clear the designers screwed the pooch on this one. Use of this site constitutes acceptance
of our User Agreement and Privacy Policy. All rights reserved. Want to join? Log in or sign up in
seconds. Submit a new link. Submit a new text post. Get an ad-free experience with special
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channel, or website. If you have a great Chevy or Chevy product you would like to share feel
free to host your pictures on imgur or another similar site to show our readers. No warnings.
Follow Reddiquette. Welcome to Reddit, the front page of the internet. Become a Redditor and
join one of thousands of communities. Chevy submitted 1 year ago by mikecrist. Want to add to
the discussion? Post a comment! Create an account. I'd be all over that Blazer if it was a
Colorado underneath. I'm glad to hear you are enjoying it. Edit: If it was based on the Tahoe like
it should be, then I would be extremely excited. Hate fwd. It's not really a blazer and pretty ugly.
They went waaay to safe with the design. Front of it Back of it Truthfully I thought they just

redesigned the equinox again. We've tested the Chevrolet Blazer extensively since it was
released in At our SUV of the Year competition , the RS trim impressed us with good road
manners and a high-quality interior, but we were disappointed that those traits didn't extend to
the base offering. More recently, we had another go in the Blazer RS, and instead of comparing
it to the competition, we thought it best to look within Chevrolet 's own extensive lineup of SUVs
to see how it stacks up against the larger but similarly priced Chevrolet Traverse Premier FWD
front-wheel drive. The Blazer and Traverse are not direct competitors, and as such, this isn't a
classic MotorTrend comparison test. We typically try to match cars up within their segments.
But Chevy recently ditched sedans in the United States, meaning that, like Ford , it's going to be
filling our streets with SUVs of all shapes and sizes for the foreseeable future. By the end, your
feet will be calloused, and you'll sure wish you would have strapped on something more
suitable. The Blazer, on the other hand, is a more purpose-built pair of trainers. It'll easily help
you tackle that 5k and won't leave you rubbing your soles at the end of the day, but its uses are
more limited as a result. Even though they are different, they share one very important
commonality: price. But which one is best for you? Well, that all depends on how much running
you do. The same is true for the Blazer. Despite their closeness in price, their interiors are
markedly different. Most important, the Traverse has three rows and seating for up to eight
seven in higher trims like this Premier thanks to a pair of captain's occupying the second row ;
the Blazer, however, has only two rows and seating for five. The inside of the Traverse is
decidedly previous-gen Chevy. Its interior is loaded up with rough plastics, and the climate
controls are nothing if not difficult to fathom. The physical controls for everything in the
Traverse are all too small for a car with so much interior space to work with, and that's because
entire center stack is shared with smaller cars like the Malibu. The Blazer, on the other hand, is
a properly modern place to sit. The massive Camaro-style air vents stare at you as you drive
around, but the climate controls in the Blazer are much easier to get the hang of. They're laid
out in a straight line instead of being bunched up, and that makes it much easier to operate the
system without looking down at it. Also, even though controlling the temperature of the air via
the vents themselves isn't necessarily the best way to do it, the trim ring that acts as the
temperature control knob is so massive it's hard to miss. The gauge clusters in both the Blazer
and the Traverse feature customizable displays, but the gauges in the Blazer are sportier and
more purposeful. The steering wheel also looks much newer in the Blazer, with a more angular
four-spoke design as opposed to the fanned out four-spoke look of the one in the Traverse.
Those steering wheels control surprisingly dynamic machines on the road. In this case, they're
both powered by 3. The Blazer makes hp to the Traverse's , and the Blazer also has a teeny
advantage when it comes to torque, edging out the Traverse's lb-ft with of its own. A front-wheel
drive Traverse weighs in at 4, poundsâ€”heavier with all-wheel drive. An all-wheel-drive Blazer
is just a little bit lighter that its bigger counterpart as 4, pounds. On the road, however, the
difference feels like it's much more than 72 pounds. The Blazer is much easier to control than
the Traverse, and that's all down to the lower weight and the smaller size. Behind the wheel, you
feel as though the car will do whatever you tell it to. It's both more responsive and easier to
drive at speedâ€”like on the highway or, dare I say it, on a twisty road you'd take sports cars on.
It must be said, however, that even though it's endowed with sporty looks and a tough
demeanor, the Blazer RS is not a car in which you grow horns and drive too quickly when you're
behind the wheel. The Traverse is a less willing partner on the road, but it's not entirely
unathletic. It has good body control for an SUV of its size. It's both stable and relatively
comfortable at highway speeds, and its ride, while flat and stable, is not punishing. Even though
the trim we recently tested only had FWD, it was surprisingly capable for a machine of its size.
And size might be the deciding factor between these two SUVs. The Blazer is a true crossover,
and it will only seat five no matter what model you get. The Traverse, on the other hand, can
seat up to eightâ€”though higher trims come with captain's chairs in the second row, for a total
of seven seats. The Traverse can also hold significantly more cargo than the Blazer thanks to
how much longer it is. With the third row folded down, the Traverse has The Blazer is smaller,
but its cargo bay still has Its cargo area isn't exactly tiny, either. It still outclasses other two-row
crossovers when it comes to cargo room, including the BMW X3 There's more than enough
room for suitcases, backpacks, and plenty of sports gear. So which one is best for you? The
size of the average American family is 3. It's compact enough to be easy to park, competent on
any road, and completely suitable for a family of average size. It's also handsome enough to
lure single people who want something a little more charismatic than a hatchback. That said, if
your family is more than five, the choice is obvious. The Traverse can swallow more people at
the expense of being less fun to drive and having a less intuitive instrument panel. Luckily, both
are competent crossovers, and there isn't too much to fault in the case of either one. Close Ad.
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